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The Sibling Bond: A Lifelong
Love/Hate Dialectic

By Virginia Adams
Once upon a time, sibling studies
were always about children. No
more. Psychologists are now
investigating adult sibling
relationships and finding them
remarkably various. For a good
many brothers and sisters, closeness
and competitiveness remain for
years in uneasy equilibrium.
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Is It Right?
An Inquiry into Everyday Ethics
By James Hassett and tine editors
Would you buy a stolen TV set?
Lie for a friend who's having a secret
affair? Your responses to the latest
PT survey should tell us—and you—
something aboutwhat people do
in ethically intricate situations.

60

Mood and Memory
By Gordon H. Bower
When we're in a good mood, we're
better at remembering happy words
and pleasant experiences. Likewise
for a sad mood. An experimental
psychologist concludes: "We have
now found powerful influences of
emotional states upon selective
perception, learning, retrieval,
judgments, and imagination."
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Flashbulb Memory
By Beryl Lieff Benderly
It's as if the brain issued the

command,"Now print!" Certain
moments in life seem to be

imprinted in stunning detail on the
nervous system. Psychologists are
trying to explain why.
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Can Companies Kill?
By Berkeley Rice
Some employees work under intense
pressure without suffering any
obvious ill effects; others develop
emotional difficulties that may lead
to serious illness or even suicide.

The difference between the two

groups may be crucial in deciding an
issue now before the courts: how to

assess a corporation's responsibility
for the mental health of its workers.
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Update / How Guns Control Us
By Leonard Berkowitz
The finger pulls the trigger, but the
trigger may also be pulling the
finger. That the mere presence of a
gun can stimulate aggression is a
finding reinforced by recent studies.
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Field Report / The Logic of
Fire Escape
By John R Keating and
Elizabeth F Loftus

Study of behavior in fires suggests
that panic causes fewer deaths than
do mistakes in judgment. Also, men
and womenseem to react differently.

20

Newsline

Faulty mental maps; power and
penis envy; and other items.

86

Aftermath / Brouhaha over

Blopsych
Reader reactions, mostly irate, to an
article in our February issue.

94

Books / Family Dance Marathons
By Paul Chance
Two new books on family therapy
see the patient's symptoms as part
of a larger "dance."

108

The Brain / Matching Bits
with the Computer
By Evan Harris Walker
A fast computer can process 1
trillion bits a second. But the
brain's capacity is 10 times that.
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